The present state-of-the-art surgical robotic systems though have a host of safety and failure systems still rely primarily on the surgeons-in-the-loop for safety amidst real-world uncertainties. Recent case studies involving surgical accidents and injuries have further increased the attention towards: (i) incorporating multiple levels of hard-and soft-safety layers within the testing, validation and deployment phases; and (ii) objective based surgical skill assessment. We therefore would like to propose a method based on the rich information content with automated-assists for safer and smarter robotic surgeries.
BACKGROUND
Surgical tool detection and tracking, as it has been considered so far, is found to be useful only for low level feedback (Krupa, Gangloff et al. (2003) ). Besides, prior tracking efforts based on motion detection using external sensing-marker-based methods that had to be bio-compatible (Groeger, Arbter et al. (2008) ) and flexible joint sensing resulting in uncertainties; and image-analysis-assume clear conditions and heavily rely on tool geometric information (Reiter, Allen et al. (2012) ), were limited. In this work, our aim is to realize: (i) automated tracking and semantic labeling of tools; and (ii) surgical expertise evaluation and assessment based on micro-motion analysis; using only the recorded surgical videos. Though these aspects have been studied already, we believe our efforts will be a critical enabler towards increasing the level-of-autonomy.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Recorded videos of hysterectomy procedures and simulator tasks using the da Vinci Surgical System-Si served as our inputs. The uncalibrated videos were cropped into segments (150-300 frames per slice) without making assumptions on tools and attributes (allowing varied tool configurations and types; occlusion by tissues, blood stains and other tools; imagespecularities due to varied light intensities and smoke etc.) to yield robust classifiers. The proposed cascaded framework (Kumar, Narayanan et al. (2013) ) is shown in Fig.1 . 
TOOL TRACKING & ATTRIBUTE LABELING
The object-shape based detectors for each tool types are learnt using state-of-the-art algorithms (Felzenszwalb, Girshick et al. (2010) ) (Deformable Part Models). A Latent Support Vector Machine (LSVM) classifier is then learnt to identify multiple tools by extracting Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) from annotated bounding boxes as in Fig. 2 .(a) The bounding box in next frame is approximated by mean flow of all pixels using a simple tracker based on dense optical flow. The resulting pixel velocities and mean velocity of the bounding box is then used to detect scenarios like tool leaving field of view, inappropriate motions etc. The tool shape at various scales were accurately captured using Pyramid HOG (PHOG) obtained from the labeled data (Bosch and Zisserman.)). A Probabilistic Support Vector Machine classifier (Platt (2000) ) is then learned to find the per-state-probability of an attribute, for e.g., tool open or closed states. Applying Bayesian inference with mutual independence assumption (Sentz and Ferson (2002) ) thus improved our accuracy as shown in this preliminary study for two cases (blood stained condition, tool open or closed).
RESULTS
Our combined tool detection and tracking algorithm performed reasonably well (> 70% accuracy) even without any of the limiting assumptions. Figure 2. (b) show two sets of tool tracking and attribute labeling results (single tool with appearance changes and multiple tools respectively) using the monocular videos. The classifier results (baseline SVM, SVM with filtering were compared with the method (VH08) (Voros and Hager (2008) ) to benchmark the results for semantic labeling. The output attributes were also validated using RGB Histograms (capture color variations of the tool), PHOG and both as inputs to our classifiers. The results indicate that our method with filtering performed better than the current literature (VH08) (refer Table 1 ).
(a) (b) Fig. 2: (a) Learned HOG Templates for Different Tools; (b) Tool Detection and Tracking Results in Real Surgical Videos [Please view in color]
SURGICAL SKILL ASSESSMENT A set of two subjects were selected from three categories (expert, intermediate and novice) in our preliminary skill assessment efforts (pick and place and peg board). The method based on 'Therbligs' involves discretizing manipulation tasks (widely used in industrial engineering) as applied to surgical procedures. Detailed explanation on our micromotion analysis method with full results is presented already in (Jun, Narayanan et al. (2012) , Jun, Narayanan et al. (2013) ). The method enabled us to convert the video feeds into discrete states ('Therbligs') and derive useful performance-metrics in terms of ineffective motions (missed or repeated sub-sequences) and dexterity (simultaneous instances of both hands performing useful sub-tasks) by comparing with the corresponding task templates as summarized in Table. 2.
DISCUSSION
This work outlines our progress with video-understanding methods applied for enhancing safety/ decision support and skill assessment in robotic surgeries. The multi-tool detection and attribute labeling algorithms were also validated on the test-data for its robustness. Such a cascaded framework proves to be useful to realize our objectives -surgical guidance, safety and skill assessment. Future work on multiple trackers and improve accuracy by probabilistically merging the individual outputs is currently underway. Our semantic labeling algorithm also performed better than the current literature and showed promise for further refinement with extensive benchmark data covering diverse scenarios. We also plan to extend our tool tracking efforts for automated skill analysis (Jun, Narayanan et al. (2012) ) in near future to lead to a tightly computer integrated robotic-surgical workflow. 
